February 8, 2015

[CONSORTIUM OF GREEN FASHION]

Activities 2015

4. BAGOVATION
Description:
Participants will be provided ½ metre grey cloth and they will have to design and develop an innovative bag with
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the stipulated time of 2 /2 hours (hand bag or envelope bag etc). The bag must have a message of sustainability. A
catchy tag line must be put on bag that can be done using any surface ornamentation technique.



Simple sewing machine iron and ironing board will be provided
Contestants should carry their own materials as per their requirements:

Material List:
Complete Stitching Kit (tailors chalk, cloth tackpins/bead headed pins, big cloth cutting scissors and small scissors
for trimming, seam opener, white sewing thread, contrasting sewing thread for tacking, bobbin filled with white
thread, half shuttle bobbin case, needle and needle clamp, hand sewing needle).

Surface Embellishing Kit:
Fabric, glue, Fevicol, paints, paint brushes, palette, water bowl, rag, etc.
Precut Stencils for printing, tooth brush or sponge.
Yellow carbon paper for tracing motifs Embroidery threads, ring, scissors.
Buttons, beads, shells, sequins and other trims and findings.

Stationery Kit:
Pencil, eraser, ruler, tracing paper, cardboard for backing while working, newspapers, one stick-on label

Rules:














2 people in one team . 4 entries per college
Maximum 30 entries
All participant members must register for the competition individually and not as teams.
Participant teams can preplan their bag designs and can carry templates for cutting the bag pieces.
Only ½ meter fabric that will be provided must be used for making the bag.
Every other stage of tracing, cutting, sewing and embellishing will be done only during the given time.
No readymade patches should be used for embellishing.
Prior preparation of any kind apart from planning will not be permitted.
12 teams in all can participate.
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Maximum time: 2 /2 Hours
The bag must have a message of sustainability
A catchy tag line must be put on bag that can be done using any surface ornamentation technique.
Any method of surface ornamentation can be used (e.g. printing, painting, embroidery, etc.)

Judging criteria:






Innovativeness
Message/ tagline
Finishing
Decoration
Durability or Sturdiness

Visit us at – www.cgreenfashion.com
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